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Chapter 6

Jack Dawson, Alpha of the ColdMountain Pack, a large pack of werebears all of
them were bikers. He sat just outside the forest waiting for Duncan’s Beta. When
Duncan told him everything that was going on with that stupid pack, he wanted
to run down there and wipe them all out. Putting a tracker on a girl, there is only
one maybe two reasons that someone would do that, neither of them were good.

Jack could hear a bike coming off in the distance, perhaps two or three miles
away. He hoped that, those damn fleabags would come here looking for her. He’d
show them what bears could do to weak wolves. First though he would lead them
on a merry chase, right smack dab into the middle of his territory.

He also sent two of his best hunter-trackers to Duncan to help patrol his borders
in case they want a war. He was really sick of were’s of all kinds, doing this kind of
crap. Seems like there is at least one in every kind of were species and he’d
personally wiped out another werebear pack last month, they were running
drugs and kidnapping young human children.

The motor of the bike coming up to him took
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him from his thoughts, as he watched Beta Marco pull up to him.

“Hey, Marco long time no see.” He held out his hand to hand him the tracker.

“Jack, I didn’t know it was you I was handing it off too.”

“Yeah, it’s me alright. You better get going, ya don’t want to hang around here
too long in case they are already looking for her.’

With a salute Marco was gone again.

“Well I better get gone as well, if I want this plan to work.” Jack said to nobody as
he disappeared back into the forest.

Duncan took Adira out for dinner, she chose pizza. They sat together in a small
booth, waiting on the pizza.

Adira thought that this place smelled like heaven, she was all but drooling in
anticipation. She looked at Duncan he was so handsome, she couldn’t get enough
of looking at him and she realized that she was starting to trust him. He never
berated her or was violent he was patient with her.
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t ill 50) Mate bond or not she wanted to know what it was like to kiss him. What if
he thinks she is one of those kind of girls and decides to cast her aside.

Artemis growled in her head, “Will you stop that crap, everytime you start to
doubt yourself or run yourself down, it is just another win for them. We made a
pact that no matter how bad it gets we will never give them anything for free. If
they want to take it from us we fight, if they want us to do something we do the
opposite. Remember Adira, we are beautiful, smart and strong. Our mate loves us
as we are and is willing to take on all of our shit. If that isn’t love Adira, then what
the hell is.?” 10

Adira’s eyes started to tear up as she mentally hugged her wolf. “I remember
Artemis, I remember. I love you Artemis.”

Duncan was looking at Adira, she was starting to cry and he had no idea why. He
could tell that she was talking to her wolf but he had no idea what was said. They
were not fully mated yet, so he had no way of speaking to Artemis.

That was when his wolf jumped in,”Maybe you can’t but I can.” ” Adira was
doubting herself and Artemis was setting her straight.”

“Apollo, come on what else did she say, what is
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making her cry? Why was she doubting her

self.?”

“The crying she is doing, is because she is happy with what her wolf said to her.
As for what made her doubt in the first place Artemis won’t tell me, she says it’s a
female thing.”

With that Apollo went back to sleep. Duncan decided to take a chance and put his
arm around her in comfort. She didn’t try to move away, in fact she moved closer.

She rested her sweet head on his shoulder and he was almost lost in her warmth
and scent. Thank god the pizza came then, he watched Adira eating the pizza and
was glad that getting her to eat wasn’t going to be a big problem.

She had finished off half of the large pizza before he had finished his, she was
looking at that last piece with almost a predatory smile. Duncan looked into her
eyes and realized that it was Artemis. He chuckled and slide it over to her, she
gave him a 1000 watt smile and before

long it was gone.

“Artemis?” Duncan asked.



“Yes, Alpha mate?”

“Why are you here instead of Adira?”
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“That piece of crap Alpha, has a talent for knowing when the she wolves shift for
their first time. That’s how he knows when they are ripe for the picking. He knew
that we shifted at an early age, he came the next night. He said that he was
proud of the little spare, he rewarded us with pizza and soda. We hadn’t eaten in
three days, so without thought we started eating.”

“It was poison, he laced the pizza with wolfsbane. He started laughing when
Adira started to get sick. He said it was for the best, can’t have your wolf running
away with you now can we.!”

“I believe that they poisoned us some more times, it was always at random. It
came to an end when Adira got a job at the hotel, We couldn’t afford much but
we did managed to buy our own food. That was almost a year ago, when we
couldn’t afford a lot of food, Adira would get off work early and we would hunt in
the forest.”

“Every penny we made that didn’t go for food or personal things, went into the
box where we hid it in order to get away after graduation.”

“Then while we were cleaning rooms we find ourselves a naked Alpha and Poof
all our plans get changed, not that I mind even a little bit. I am happy it turned
out this way, I wasn’t sure if
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that I know that those bastards put a tracking device on us, I am glad the Goddess
stepped in and changed our plans.”

“I have to go now, I am tired after eating all that pizza.”

With that Artemis was gone and Adair was back. He took one look at her pale
face, knowing it was time to get her home.

“Come on my little wolf, it is time we head home to our beds.”

Once they were out in the parking lot, Adair pulled him back before he got into
his truck. Duncan looked at her but couldn’t make out what she was thinking, her
eyes were heated.

She reached up and pulled his head down for a kiss. It turned heated instantly as
Duncan took over. He had her backed up to his truck door, He started to kiss her
neck and her scent hit him like a speeding train, he knew he had to stop himself
otherwise he was going to take her right here right now.



She made a low moan as he parted them and carried her to the passenger side,
setting her on the seat and putting her seat belt on for her. On
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drivers side, he managed to get himself under control. Thinking that he will be in
trouble if she goes into heat early. He isn’t a saint, no way would he be able to
resist her in that state.

They drove off to go home, Adair liked the sound of it, (home) his Home and now
mine. Knowing now that she can give him her trust, she decided to tell Duncan
everything. Everything about Rising Moon pack and where he can get the proof
he has been looking for. With that last thought she fell off to sleep with a happy
sigh on her lips.

Chapter 7

Alpha Micheal was waiting for the exact location pings off of the tracker. One of
his enforcers placed a map down on the table and started to put little pins in it,
for the various pings on the system.

When they were done they sat down and studied it, This one here is the base that
is her home Then there is one at the school, one at the library and the next when
she was working at the hotel. This is where it gets a little odd.

After her shift at the hotel she came home for a little bit, we assumed she was
packing. Then she was moving in a north bound vehicle. They stopped 412 miles
north of here, where there was a pack called The Storm Crow Pack.”

Alpha Micheal let out a growl of anger, “That is the pack that the spy was from,
last name is MacPatton.”

“Did any of you manage to get anything other than his name and pack?” “No,
Alpha. We did not just what you already know. We went back the next morning
but he was already gone. He paid for everything in cash, there wasn’t a paper trail
to follow.”
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“Yes, by all means continue.”

“Well as you can see here she was there for almost two days, then she is on the
road again, going another 230 miles north from there. She hasn’t moved since.”

“Alpha Micheal we don’t know what is up there, if it’s a pack it is off the grid or
very small. Perhaps they didn’t want to keep her at their pack, not wanting any
trouble and decided that she should go deep into the north woods to hide with
maybe some of her friends or perhas she is alone. It would make sense really,
especially since they wouldn’t know we had the tracker.”



“He knew that we had enough information to at least find out where he came
from, so he couldn’t keep her at his pack, he knew we would come looking for her
there.”

Alpha Micheal smiled, “Well the jokes on him, we will just skip over his pack and
go straight for the girl. Whoever is there with her, kill them. He sent all six of his
enforcers, fully armed to go pick up his niece.
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S D Jack and his pack warriors were all ready to go, they just were waiting now
for the guests of honor to show for the party. His boy’s have been itching for a
little fun, can’t think of anything more fun than chasing stupid flea bags through
the forest,

He could hear the engines of the car’s about two miles away now, all of the
werebears were excited. They were shifted into their bears, except Jack and his
second Morgan. Jack and Morgan waited at the gate, that signified where his
territory began. The car’s pulled up to the gate and very arrogantly they stated
that they knew, they had a girl that was missing from their neighborhood.

What a bunch of idiot’s so arrogant that they didn’t even bother to take a sniff.
They just assumed that they were human. Jack smiled at them and said that they
were welcome to come on in and look for her. Just like that they came on inside
the gates. “Talk about stupid it almost takes the fun out of it. It’s more like we
are doing mercy kills for mother nature. Stupid fleabags.”

Remember to link everyone, I want one left alive. I do not care which one. The
rest kill, and have some fun with them first.
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After all it wouldn’t be any fun if no one was left to tell the tale. All he had to do
was make that messenger believe that he had the girl and they will keep on
trying to get her, giving Duncan more time to get things sorted.

Not to mention, more fun for the guy’s and less of an army to send Duncan’s way
that is if they ever figure it out. As soon as the cars were out of sight, Jack and
Morgan shifted into grizzly bears and were off to start the fun. 10

Duncan got a message from Jack saying that the Rising Moon pack was a bunch of
stupid fleabags and that the plan was in motion. That gave him some breathing
room, also time to get in touch with some other friends of his and to contact the
King.

After that Adira told him everything and where he could get proof. He was really
angry that she had to of gone though all that, he wondered what else they had
planned for her. D



He also wondered if this pack was starting to get involved in the international
mob scene. They sure fit the bill. Evil bastards, they should all get a silver rod
shoved up their asses.

He looked over at Adira, she was so gorgeous
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purring, if that was even possible. Marnie had just left after watching a movie
with Adira, all she left behind was cheeto dust on his pillow in the shape of her
hand. He laughed at that, she was always doing things like that, to either make
you laugh or to bug the crap out of

you. D

“Adira, How about you and I go for a run, nothing too intense more like a little
run and then a stroll. There is a place I want to take you

to.”

He decided to make it a picnic, he mind linked Marco and told him of his plans.
Marco loved the idea and agreed to have all they needed at the cave waiting for
them.

The walk to the caves was only about two miles and though the trail isn’t easily
marked Duncan knew the way. Only a few of his pack members go here anymore.
He doubted that even some of the younger generation, knew about them at all.

They were walking along as Duncan was telling her some of his pack’s history, she
reached out and grabbed his hand. He didn’t make a big deal about it, simply held
on to her hand a little tighter. This made his wolf dance in circles, “Apollo stop
that your going to make us both
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“Duncan you know what this means, it means they like us and are starting to trust
us.”

Duncan didn’t bother to answer captain obvious. He looked down at her, she
seemed relaxed and happy as the sun shown through the trees all around her.
When they were almost there he brought out a blindfold. She looked at him in
skepticism, for an instant there was fear in her eyes.

Duncan stopped her from going into a panic, “Adira it is a surprise, that is why I
have the blind fold, don’t worry I won’t let anything happen to you. If you prefer
we can leave the blind fold out of it and walk in backwards.”

Adira started laughing, turning around so he could put on the blind fold. He took
her hands and gently guided her though the last part of the trail. When they were
at their destination he took off the blind fold, as she opened her eyes he could
tell that she loved what she was seeing.



Adira was godsmacked she couldn’t believe that something this beautiful
exsisted, it wasn’t a cave but rather a stone formation around a water fall and
what looked like a natural garden. When they walked inside she noticed an open
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tent. In the tent was a huge picnic basket sitting on a very fancy rug, on the rug
next to the basket was a huge chest.

The tent looked like something out of a romance novel. It was all white, There
were curtains tied back and they were white as well. Though it was early fall and
the leaves were changing inside the enclosure, there was just a little breeze and
the air was warm.

“I know you’re wondering why it is so much warmer in here than outside. Actually
there are a few thermal pockets still active. Also there is the legend of a witch
that once lived here as well.”

They went into the tent to see what was left for them. Inside the chest were
blankets, pillows, towels, swimming suits and a change of clothes for each of
them. The picnic basket was loaded with all kinds of things, sandwiches, snacks,
fruit, brownies, as well as some fried chicken and salad with dressing. 2

‘Well would you like to try out the water? it’s warm.” He reached down into the
chest pulling out their swimsuits and towels from the chest. Adira was excited
she always wanted to go swimming though she didn’t know how.

“You will have teach me to swim, I have never
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of things, sandwiches, snacks, fruit, brownies, as well as some fried chicken and
salad with dressing. 2

‘Well would you like to try out the water? it’s warm.” He reached down into the
chest pulling out their swimsuits and towels from the chest. Adira was excited
she always wanted to go swimming though she didn’t know how.

“You will have teach me to swim, I have never been in the water before.”

Taking her hand they walked down to the pool formed by the water fall.

Chapter 8

###WARNING### Strong language and situations. ####

Alpha Micheal met with his brother at their second pack house, the first house
was for show, where the family lives and all looks fine and dandy. That was for
when they would have offical visitors.



The second pack house was their play house, it was where all the buying and
selling of young females was taking place. It also served as their own personal
whore house. They also made drug deals as well as running guns across state
lines. They were well on their way to being noticed by the international league of
the Mob. They even had a few of the Mob bosses here for parties.

The hottest thing going at the moment, is selling young she wolves in heat. They
would find their mates, the mates in turn get to have their first mating, however
they do not mark them. This causes the females a few days or weeks later to go
into heat. Of course the females went to their mates when this happens and
instead of getting the heat taken care of they are sold that night to the highest
bidder.
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By the time that the females are sold they are so far into the thrall of heat that
they are almost insane. Thus making them a really good fuck

There are a few that unfortunately commit suicide after that but hey there are
always more. Most of the time the females are broken inside because of the way
the mate bond gets broken. Makes it easier to keep selling them. They keep
going into heat untill they get pregnant.

Which brings them to another part of their “what they like to call the factory.”
The pregnant females are put into individual cages until they give birth, then the
babies are sold on the black market. Some of the females are then put back into
the prostitution part of their organization, while others have to be disposed

1. of.
They also have a branch that is only for human girls and children to be sold on the
black market.

They are also starting another branch with young boys, it is just a starter program
right now but it is showing some great profits. They are making a killing, with last
years profits alone, close to two billion and this year promises to be bigger.

He had been thinking on new ways to advertise
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national and international catalog of sorts to send out. So buyers could see his
variety of selections, also they can learn when auctions will be. Of course
everything has a code name instead that is how it keeps going, for instance he
thought himself clever when he listed girls under 18 as calves, girls under 12 are
lambs and females above 18 are sow’s.

Most of the profits go into an off shore account, Micheal was pretty certain that
his brother and his family would be pissed if they knew what name he put it in.
After all he didn’t lie to them, he did put it in their daughters name. Just not the
one they wanted it to be in.



That is the other reason he had to get that little bitch back, he needed to have
her digitally finger printed ,so he would have them for the opening and transfers
of the funds into another secret account that only he knew of. He would leave his
brother something of course, something much smaller than what he is expecting.

His niece Lily on the other hand is very useful, especially on the nights he gets
stuck in the other pack house. Mostly though she brings him a lot of human girls
as well. He wasn’t expecting to hear from his enforcers for a few
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though.

So he asked his brother if he wanted to sample one or two of the new girls, to
pass the time.

When the six enforcers for the Rising Moon Pack, came to a stop at a dead end
gravel road, they knew that it wasn’t a good thing. Human’s always thought that
they were clever , as it turned out this time they’d managed to get one over on
them.

They got out of their car’s, “we are going to shift right here and go hunt down
some stupid humans, lets show them what they are messing with. Play with them
for a bit first, before you finish them. Remember keep one alive, We need to
know about where they are keeping the girl”

Just as they were about to shift, one of the enforcers sniffed the air one more
time. He went pale and tapped on the shoulder of his partner. He told him to take
a sniff. When his partner did, his face turned pale too. They both went to their
leader, Benny.

“Sir, I think we are in over our heads here. We need to get out of here now.” At
that moment however the wind had shifted in another
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direction, their leader sniffed the air and of course caught nothing of interest.



“If you two idiot’s are done fooling around and can stop acting like stupid little
girls. We can go have some fun before we get the girl, The scanner says she is
here nearby.”

The two enforcers looked at each other in knowing, just as the tires on their
vehicles started blowing out, one of the enforcers yelled, “SNIPER!!” as they all
dove for cover.

They were hearing very loud growls coming from all around them, some close,
others in the distance. Then came the chopping of teeth. A very loud clacking
noise that sent fear down the spines of the enforcers. It was coming from
everwhere at once. Just then the wind shifted yet again and this time all the
enforcers picked up the scent, swearing when they recognised the scent that was
drifting to them,…..It’s a Sleuth of Werebears!!!.

Alpha Micheal was at the warehouse when one of his enforcers came up to him.
“Sir, we have a late night delivery.” ” Delivery.? We don’t have any scheduled for
tonight.” They walked out to the loading dock area as a semi backed up to the
door.
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His men inspected the two pine crates, one could be a coffin the other was a big
cube. They forklifted them to the floor in front of the Alpha. They were shrink
wrapped and nailed shut. Written on top of the crates in big words were,
“FRAGILE”. The boys thought that was funny, “Hey, it’s just like The Christmas
Movie.. Frageeelee.

There was also a big envelope taped to the side of one of the crates. They took it
off and handed it to the Alpha. Then they started to open the crates, and popped
the lids off with crowbars and then it was just silence. Both of the enforcers
closest to the crates started puking.

Inside the coffin shaped one were four of what was left of the enforcers he sent
after the girl.

When Alpha Micheal looked inside, what he saw was something out of a horror
movie. The heads were removed along with their hands, feet, legs and arms. The
torso’s were tied together in a bundle. There wasn’t any blood, where the holy
hell was their blood!!

They all stood there in silence that was when they heard muffled groans coming
from the cube shaped crate. This one was also labeled Fragile but no one was
making jokes this time.
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They opened the crate this time with some reservation, once the lid was off, it
was a different story although just as bad in its own way. In the middle of the
crate were the last two enforcers, one alive and the other dead.



His enforcer that was alive, was hog tied up in such a way that his ass was in the
air. Sticking out of his ass was the head of the dead enforcer. They shoved it up
him face first. This time though they didn’t drain the blood, the smell coming
form the crate was overwelming.

Alpha Micheal let his men tend to the living enforcer. He was so filled with rage
that he couldn’t see straight. He yelled out for all of his enforcers to meet in the
morning. They were going to pay for this, girl or no girl. Should they find her
though, his plans for her have changed, she wasn’t going to be sold off. He was
going to put her in the pit and make her wish she stayed the spare.

Then Micheal remembered that the prince was coming next week to pick up
Spare, he’d already paid two million in advance. The shit was going to hit the fan
for sure if he didn’t get that little bitch back. Of course the deal was that she had
to be a virgin, but there are ways around that though.13

He then found himself a corner and opened the
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put her in the pit and make her wish she stayed the spare.

Then Micheal remembered that the prince was coming next week to pick up
Spare, he’d already paid two million in advance. The shit was going to hit the fan
for sure if he didn’t get that little bitch back. Of course the deal was that she had
to be a virgin, but there are ways around that though.

He then found himself a corner and opened the envelope, inside was a
note……..”Gonna have to do better than that, ass sniffers.”

Chapter 9

Maybe it was the whole mate bond thing, she didn’t really know. It felt like they
were connected somehow. It felt deeper than just love alone. Adira was getting
really comfortable with Duncan, she never thought that she would ever be able
to trust anyone again.

Here she was though, on her back floating in the water with his arms under her. It
felt wonderful, if she was going to be honest about the whole thing. Once he was
confident that she at least knew the basics of swimming, they got out of the
water.

She sat on the edge of the bank with her feet swaying in the water as she became
lost in thought. So many memories, so much pain, so much betrayel. Why? she
never wanted anything more than their love. She wanted a family. When she
started sneaking out and following her father and uncle, she wasn’t sure what
she was going to find. It was far worse than she ever thought it was. 2

When the family would go on vacations, she would go down to her fathers office
and look for stuff, she found plenty of bills of sale, documents, fake visa’s, bank
account records
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and account books for profit and loss.

She also found another account book seperate from the others, she wasn’t an
accounting genious but she could tell that her father was keeping this book to
keep track of the money he was stealing from their businesses.

Wonder if Uncle Alpha knew about that.? Not that she was going to tell him. Who
know’s neither of them liked each other, so it’s a good bet that Uncle is also
doing the same thing to dear ole Dad.

She drifted off to other memories, the one where she and another girl were
playing together in the woods and Uncle Alpha came up behind them. He just
stood there and watched them, it gave them both the creeps. Finally Cathy’s
mother called out for her and she never saw her again.

A week after Cathy went missing, there was a note taped to her attic door. She
remembered it word for word…….

{I Don’t Ever Want You to Play in The Woods Again.}

The note wasn’t signed but she knew who it was from. She never went to that
spot again, but when Artemis showed up she needed the woods
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the hotel and run in the woods behind it. It wasn’t really all that much, it
was enough to get them through some bad stuff

Adira noticed that she was shaking and was having trouble breathing, she
couldn’t get enough air. The world around her started to dim as she could hear
the voices and all the terrible things they were saying to her. She could hear
Duncan screaming her name off in the distance and then it was all gone.

She was back in her room in the attic, tied to a support beam and being beaten by
her father because she got caught using the downstairs bathroom.

Duncan was in a panic, she was fine one moment and then she went quiet. The
next thing he knew she was screaming NO! NO! NO! NO! NO! NO! over and over.
He picked her up and carried her to the tent,as he held her yelling her name over
and over hoping that she would come back from her nightmare.

He saw the scars on her back and legs, he wished he could of been there for her
so none of this would have happened. He could not because he was not. He will
do anything she
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to him till she wakes.



He laid her down on the rug and got out the blankets, the pillows and made her a
bed. He then went to the sides of the tent and shut the curtains, so when she
woke up she would be surrounded by white. He lovingly put her down right in the
middle of the bed he made, then cuddled up next to her and gathered her into his
arms. Falling asleep as close as he could get to her.

An hour later Duncan woke to the sound of Marco in his head, Marco was waiting
outside for him. He slowly disentangled himself from her body and went to meet
his Beta. When he stepped outside the tent he gave Marco an angry stare. Marco
held up his hands in surrender.

I have a message from Jack, “he says that there were enforcers sent into his
territory. Jack and his Slueth of Bears took care of them easily and sent a rather
nasty message back daring Alpha Micheal to send more.”

As far as he knows they still believe that Adira is with them in their territory. He
said he will play as long as you want him to.”

“He also said that he can be on the move at a
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moments noticed if needed. All you have to do is give the word.”

“That is good Marco, send this message back to him. Tell him he can play as long
as he wants, just let me know when he get’s bored with it and I will change it up
for him.”

“Also Marco I need a favor, Adira had a bad PTSD attack. I don’t want to move her
through the forest and wake her. Can you bring one of those futon mattresses
here and some extra blankets. Ask the Pack cook if she can send along some of
her homemade herbal tea.”

“I’m going to keep her here over night and possibly most of tomorrow.”

“The Doc warned me about this, I think just keeping her here away from
everything for a little bit, might help her sort it some of it out.”

“I can’t believe that those flea bitten mongrels did the things they were doing to
her, not to mention all that shit they were dishing out in their own pack.”

“You stay here, I will make sure you have all you need, keep her here a couple of
days while the weather is good. Give her some time to just be with you and
maybe heal her heart a little.”
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“Then you can come back and declare her your Luna. The pack has waited a long
time for its Luna, I can tell you that they are all happy and are with you both all
the way.”

“Don’t worry about pack business, I will take care of it till you come back and I
will mind link you to any developments going on as well as any problems.”

“Now go back to our Luna, I will be back shortly with everything you’re going to
need.”

Duncan pulled back the curtain and just looked lovingly at his Luna. She was so
beautiful in her sleep, he could see that she was sleeping peacefully now. He lay
back down beside her and fell into content sleep of a happy wolf.

The next morning Adira woke up to the most wonderful warmth, Duncan’s scent
hit her and she just snuggled in closer to him. He in turn, held her tighter.

Duncan had been awake for sometime when he felt her awaken, he was surprised
when she snuggled deeper into his arms. Mated or not if he were to die right now
he would die happy. When he heard her soft breathing turn into sleep once again,
he gently got up and went to see what his Beta sent him.
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s e When he opened the curtain what he saw made his jaw drop. How in the hell
did he manage this without him waking up? Then it dawned on him, Marco went
to the pack mages and asked for help.

There was a small cabin not more than 10 feet from their tent. He went inside
and it was a cozy inviting little cabin. The kitchen was old fashion but workable,
there was a table with two chairs, on the other side of the room was a couch and
two end tables, with oil lamps. A fire place adorned the other wall complete with
wood.

He went into the bedroom and realised that Adira was going to love this room, it
was old fashion in decor, the bed though looked like a big fluffy cloud. He
opened an ajoining door and it was a bathroom.

The door on the other side was a huge closet, with some of their clothes in it, as
well as more blankets and towels. There was a note on the bed, he picked it up
and read it.

Dear Alpha Duncan,

This is to inform you that you are on vaction for the next three days, this cabin is
magically built. Everything you need is all here, Running water, hot water, an
oven and a fridge. Stocked
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electrical lights nor TV. Enjoy and bring back our Luna.



Sincerely,

Your

faithful,

Mages.

Duncan just shook his head, he had two elder mages that lived with them in their
retirement. They were a couple, going on 50 years now. Mathew and Cheryl. He
will have to come up with a really nice thank you gift for them.

He went back to their tent, Adira was awake and sitting up. He looked at
her….”Are you ok?.”

“Yeah, I am sorry about that yesterday.”

“Do not say your sorry ever again. You will have these for awhile and I am here to
help you through them. Come and see what my two mages did for us in the
night.”

Chapter 10

Alpha Micheal sat at the desk in his office, surrounded by his enforcers. He was
clearly not happy about how things turned out. His enforcers kept their distance,
not wanting to be a target of his anger. Some even had daughters they needed to
protect. Soon their would not be any females left in the pack.

“So, now we know that the pack we are dealing with is those nasty werebears. I
don’t mind saying that I don’t like ever dealing with those assholes. They can’t be
bribed or negotiated with, they only understand one thing, fighting. Believe me
when I tell you they are not only good at it,they enjoy it too”

“Do we have any information on them at all.?” Everyone shook their heads,
nothing Alpha other than it’s a rather large pack and they all looked like bikers.
Their territory is massive, though it’s mostly mountains.”

“Has that tracker moved out of the territory

yet?”

“Not really Alpha, it did go into a small town about a mile on the north side of
their borders, it is now back in the middle of their territory.
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probally at their pack house or what ever those smelly bastards call it.”

“Is there anymore information on the wolf pack that MacPatton is from.?”



“No Alpha, they are a pretty secluded pack, they like to keep to themselves.
Those that do travel out of the pack are exceptionally tight lipped.

With a sigh, Alpha Micheal ran his hand through his greasy hair, thinking things
through. Something inside his head was going off in alarm, no matter how he
tried he couldn’t pin point the problem.

“Ok listen up here is what we are going to do, I want the three best
hunter-trackers we got to go to the werebear territory, they are going to sneak
in and do some spying and if possible get the female out.”

“I also want two other hunter-trackers to go to the Storm CrowMoon pack and
do some recon, I want to know how big the pack is, how big their territory is.
Gather any and all information you can, no matter how small it is. Don’t engage
with any of them if you can get away with it.”

“Both teams will have two days to gather info, be back here in two days no
matter what. Now

9e
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Alpha Micheal was starting to sweat it out and he hated that more than anything
else. Prince Adam was not going to be happy when he finds out about this. Still if
he can get that little bitch back before he gets here, then all will be

well.

Alpha Micheal motioned for one of his men to come to him, “I want you to start
checking out Storm Crow tell me anything you can find out, use the royal
contacts if you have to. Something about all this isn’t sitting too well with me.”

“As you wish Alpha.”

“Tell no one that you are doing this, I think we have a spy in our own ranks.

Lily was at home throwing another one of her famous spoiled rotten temper
tantrums. She was pissed when her mother told her she was going to be punished
for not keeping better tabs on the Spare. Alpha Micheal sentenced her to two
weeks of cleaning the cages at the warehouse. Lily was also going to be sleeping
there to, on a little cot in one of the back rooms.

( 3

What she didn’t know, is that Alpha Micheal

10:41 AM 1.2KB/s] 90 was giving her as a reward to the wolf or the wolves that
brought back Spare. Not as a mate or wife, no, just a couple of nights of fun. If
she gets knocked up, she will be living in one of those cages she will be cleaning.



Lily decided she wasn’t going to be the cleaning maid. If this is how she is going
to be treated after all she has done for that bastard. Then she is going to repay it
in kind, she over heard them talking about the pack up north, the one that sent
back all of his enforcers in boxes.

Perhaps they would be interested in a little information and where the locations
of the Alpha’s favorite factories are. She looked at her backpack she took with
her everywhere. That should at least buy her a ticket out of this hell hole.

It contained all the information she would need, including pictures, things she
copied off his computer at the factory, a log book and security camera footage
on DVD’s. She made sure to cover her tracks, they won’t even realise that it was
missing till it was too late. She started doing this as an insurance policy, she
realised how bad things were by watching some of the footage, that was when
she realised that he was going to toss her aside.

She also found recorded camera footage of her
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Dad and Alpha doing despicable things to break in the new girls. It made her want
to puke when she saw what her Dad liked doing. She realised the role she was
playing in it all and she wanted to curl up and die, she was such an idiot.

Gathering up all the money she could get her hands on, then packing her
suitcases. She took one last look around her room only to realize how empty her
life really was.

Perhaps Spare wasn’t as stupid as she thought she was, after all she did escape
out of this miserable excuse for a Pack. Lily wondered if she would ever see Spare
again, not that she was that interested in Spares life. It was just a thought,
nothing more.

She put it all in her vehicle, her stupid mother thought that she was happy about
going to live in that hell hole of a warehouse. The longer she thinks all is well
though, the further away she will get.

When she left she made sure her mother watched, as she went in the direction
that was to the warehouses. Once she was certain that there was no one
watching anymore, she turned another corner and headed to the freeway.
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Prince Adam Antonio Ryes Mason of the High Moon pack of High Garden
Castle,sat in his study tapping his fingers on his desk in agitation. He was so close
now to his goal he could taste it. That moron Alpha Micheal was lying to him. Why
he was lying to him he couldn’t guess.

He better not mess it up, he wanted that girl because she was pure. Also she
would be his and only his. No more of these court whores trying to get in his



pants, because they want money and power. He wanted someone who would only
be his, not for his title but for him alone.

He wanted a show piece and a slave. That way he could continue with the real
things he liked doing, while the world looks on at the happy royal couple. She was
perfect for this in so many ways, mostly they could not find any information on
her other than the stuff he puts

out.

He had rooms designed just for her, she of course wouldn’t be able to leave these
rooms, at least not until she earned his trust. He bought everything she might
need or want. He was willing to give her anything she desired except of course
her freedom.

He knew that going this route to get her was
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going to force him to marry some stupid half wit of a princess. Not that he
minded stupidy in his women, he did want them to be pretty though.

He couldn’t stand that idea at all. He wanted a girl who was for him and only him,
Alpha Micheal better not mess this up. He needed everything like he wanted it
because, he could control it all, he didn’t intend to really do anything with her.
She would have his heirs and that would be all he needed. He would be free to
play as he saw fit.

There were times he wished he had never met Alpha Micheal, something about
that Alpha never sat well with him. The problem was though, he couldn’t get rid
of his need for sex with younger males. He realised the second he told that shady
Alpha what he really liked, he wouldn’t be in this position if he just kept his
mouth shut. The Princes need for young males was the reason that Alpha Micheal
decided to open a branch in his factory for those purposes.

Another thing he didn’t want his father to find out. Not that his father cared if he
was gay, his father would be insane with anger if he knew about his habit though.
His father hated men and women who liked children in that way. No
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His father would give everthing to his little Brother Alex. That he would not let
happen, he would murder the perfect little brat before he ever had a chance to
wear the crown. If his father didn’t want to disown him, then he would make sure
he suffers for the rest of his life. He would find the worst of them all, a really
ugly shrew of a princess that no one wanted.2

As long as his father doesn’t find out, at least not find out in time. He will marry
the girl in secret and then introduce her to the royal court and his father. His
father will want to know all about her but there won’t be anything to find. The
girl didn’t really exist anywhere.



Alpha Micheal threatened him one night with telling his father all about him,
Adam wasn’t intimidated as Micheal had hoped. Instead he found himself on the
other side of the coin. The Prince told Micheal if he so much as thinks about those
things, not only will he expose everything, he would skin him alive and feed his
dick to the royal pigs.

If he lost that girl though there would’t be enough time to find another, that is
when he got the idea to start looking for another. It’s always good to have a back
up plan.


